
Wet & Dry Vacuum Cleaner
Model:Blizzard FVC-WD 650
INSTRUCTION MANUAL

PLEASE SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS



1.Product Characteristics
(1) Vacuum cleaner for wet and dry

(2) With handle, easy to be moved

(3) With water outlet hose, convenient for draining

2.Parts Name

switch

Middle cover

Suction mouth

Drain hose

Barrel handle

wheel

top cover

Barrel clip

Stainless steel barrel

Turnover shelf

pedestal

Rubber wheel

Handle

Socket



UseUseUseUse thethethethe rightrightrightright accessoriesaccessoriesaccessoriesaccessories accordingaccordingaccordingaccording totototo differentdifferentdifferentdifferent situationsituationsituationsituation
Bristle for bookshelf, window and Bibulous brush for floor and carpet etc.
table etc.

Crevice nozzle for crevice, comer etc.



3.Safety Instruction
1. Check before operation that the local power supply is same as the
specification on the rating label.
2. Do not use machine in the combustible and explosive place in case the
motor spark cause fire.

3. Do not jam the air inlet mouth, in case causing high temperature rise and
damage the motor
4. Do not pick up combustible and explosive objects as glowing cigarette,
gasoline etc.
5. Do not pick up sharp objects.
6. Do not pick up objects which easily attach on the filter such as
calcareousness that will block the ventilation and damage motor.

7. Do not overture the machine in case water goes into the motor and
damage the motor.

8. Warning: do not overture the machine when repairing or checking in case



water goes into the motor and cause damage.
9. Turn off the machine and remove the plug each time after using or when
repairing.
10. Keep machine away from strong sunlight and high temperature place in
case plastic distorting.

11. Do not wrest, tramp or haul hose in case make it damaged.
12. Do not immerses the barrel cap into the water or wash by water in case
water goes into the electrifier’s parts and cause person injury. The correct
way should be: immerses the dishcloth then tweak to be dry. Wipe the dirty
part gently.

4.Operation Method
1. Connection

Insert the hose connector into the air inlet
mouth as picture shows, make sure the
connector is tightly fastened.

Press the connector button as picture shows
and pull the connector out when you want to
pull hose connector from machine.



2. Operation
a. Insert the plug into the supply socket.
b. Press switch button, the machine begins to work.

I stands for turn on.
O stands for turn off

Connect all the accessories as picture shows.

Socket Usage:

1. Open the power tool socket Lid.
2. Insert the external appliance Plug in and apply
pressure to the bottom.

Notes:

1.Make sure the external appliance power is
more than 200W, but below 1500W.
2.Do not use your finger to touch the socket
inside.
WARNING: Before inserting the tool socket, check
that the tool you are using is secure and safe

c. You can adjust the airflow by pushing
the sliding block up and down.



5.Maintenance
1. Barrel Cleaning

*After working or when the barrel is full of dust which cause suction

decreases considerably, you should cut off the electricity and clean the dust

away from the barrel.

1) Unfasten the locking knob, lift up the top cover.

2) Take off the HEPA filter, clean the dust away in the dust barrel.

3) Install the HEPA filter back and place the top cover.

2.HEPA filter cleaning.

*The filter could be washed by clean and warm water when it was covered

with dust, if necessary. you can use litmus less scour to wash.

*The filter could also be cleaned by spraying compressed air.

6. Tech-data
Model Power Voltage Frequency Barrel

Blizzard

FVC-WD 650

1200W AC240V 50/60Hz 50L

1) Take off the filter

2) Wash

3) Dry



FIMACO SDN BHD reserves the right of modifying the product without prior notice.
FIMACO SDN BHD is not responsible in the event of printing mistakes


